
13 days (THIRTEEN DAYS)!!!!!!!!!!Posted by up to you - 2023/03/24 06:38_____________________________________All proceeds to this thread go to JoJo!!!! for his years of service to help us have fun and think of you know who!O the proceeds joke was supposed to be sent to pbs as this song plays---->>>>" Thirteen Days ( 13teen days!!!)thirteen days says JoJo 'til you get your Bob picks in (Bob Picks In!)And a something something and a renegade priestP.S.-----   Someone start a thread called "Bob's Greatest Line".My thought today OUT OF NOWHERE (except for BOBS EFFECT HAHAHA) was"ghost of electricity... etcetcetc hahahaoh wow also earlier today  !!!!!! thecomputer showed up with bob george and leon singing "Just Like A Woman" and I usually don't play videos forced on me but it was WONDERFUL!!!!!  and  (recalling now!) I walked around the apartment after it was over and sang it myself with Poochie (our cat haha)looking at me in shock!I may as well go on....I sang the Bob lyrics loud and free like he did  god bless himAnyway, Jeanie came home 45 minutes in -- i went downstairs to her and sang a     little of the song as i grabbed one of her carry-bags.We came into the apartment and IN THE END!!!!! I played the you tube version on the computer for Jeanie and SHE sang the whole song with me!!!  PS- Jeanie and I are together because of Bob and this site as some of you may know."AAIIIINNNN'T IT CLEEEAARRRRR!!!!!THAT I     JUST CAIN"T FIT?YESSSSSSIIIIIIIIBBBEEEELLLEEEEEEVVVVEEEEEEEEEEEEEE IT'S possibly appropriate that we should HEAD STAGE LEFT----FAST EVEN!!!AGAIN--->>>  THAT VERSION of "Just Like a Woman" with George and Leon made my day and partial night. I hope you have or will heard or heaar it...Ok============================================================================
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